Of the components essential to melanin pigmentation of the feather, only
the melanophores have an extrinsic origin. This condition makes it possible to produce feathers which are characteristic, in every respect, of the pigmented breed from which they were derived, except for a complete absence of color. The field of ecology suffers from a genuine scarcity of attempts to establish general principles. This book is a serious attempt to present the facts and to develop principles for game management, one of the adolescent offspring of ecology. But unfortunately this presentation merely accentuates rather than satisfies the need for generalizations. The book is divided into sections on farm, forest, and wilderness wildlife which discuss the game species of these habitats. The ornithologist will welcome the summaries of the life histories of pheasants, quail, grouse, and turkeys, especially because quantitative data are brought together in tabular form. The last 2 sections of the book, called Wildlife Relationships and Administration, are a condensation of material which was to he added to a discussion of aquatic wildlife in a second volume. Hence, the treatment is sketchy and oversimplilied. For example, the discussion of predation, covered in only 9 pages, completely omits the extensive work on theory of the oredator-prey system. While this book will be useful for its accumulation of factual matter, it is hoped that the author will be able to publish the second volume. Bird Gzride) has now written this attractive little volume to encourage bird hiking. According to him, bird hiking "is measured, not by the number of miles covered, but by the number of birds seen, or by the number of interesting experiences with birds-or other forms of life or natural objects-that have been enjoyed."
In 5 successive chapters Dr. Hausman tells in earnest detail, sparked with quiet humor, where to go on bird walks, what to wear and what to take by way of essential equipment, how to get close to birds and watch them, when to search for birds, and how to identify birds and become familiar with their habits. In another chapter he explains the desirability and methods of collecting bird nests deserted in the fall and winter. The final chapter is concerned with recommendations of books that will provide the bird hiker with up to date information on birds and other natural history subjects to be encountered.
The book is directed to beginning, or potential, bird hikers, not to experienced field ornithologists. Hence it is necessarily elementary,-an approach which is a virtue rather than a detraction. We have here an excellent supplement to many bird manuals and guides which too often ignore some of the simple pleasures and fundamental techniques of bird finding and study on the assumption that they are too obvious, when to beginners they are not obvious at all. OLIN SEWALL PETTINGILL, JR.
